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Features

25 years ago, we created the first carbonless sheet compatible for dry toner/laser digital printing. Today, we’ve continued to develop 
our industry leading technology and used that same knowledge to produce our new Universal sheet. Compatible for the high pressures 
associated with offset printing and the high temperatures of dry toner/laser digital printing. Universal carbonless can face any challenge!

Advantages For Printers

+  Carefully designed, true multi-print platform carbonless sheet

+  Engineered for long-run offset and quick turnaround dry/toner laser digital printing

+  Stock only one inventory

+  Don’t outsource, capitalize on both small and large print jobs

+  Quick and easy variable data, numbering and barcoding

+  Specially formulated chemistry won’t contaminate your machine which means less  
down time and greater productivity

+  Clear, crisp and durable imaging

+  Heavier, stiffer base sheet

+  SFI® Certified means Nekoosa Carbonless is only obtained from sustainable sources

Advantages For Form Users

+  Lasting, legible record retention

+  A choice to minimize environmental impact

+  Enhance brand value by printing a form with full color images

Nekoosa Bucks available in the following cartons: 

8.5"x11" 2, 3 and 4-part R/S (W/C/P/G)

11"x17" 2, 3 and 4-part R/S (W/C/P/G)

*  Other sizes are available, contact customer service or sales  
to check availability

SFI-00677

pms 350
pms 1545

Compatible for both dry toner/laser digital  
and offset printing.
Developed using industry leading chemistry, Universal Carbonless allows you to  
produce forms on-demand.
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3 Part Reverse

3 Part Straight

2 Part Straight/
Reverse

Single CFB

PADDING ADHESIVE Order #

Quarts 42284

Gallons 42285

No, it’s not just magic!

How carbonless  
really works ...
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